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Abstra t

An eÆ ient iteration-by-subdomain method (known as the S hwarz alternating
algorithm) for in ompressible vis ous/invis id oupled model is presented. Appropriate spe tral ollo ation approximations are proposed. The onvergen e analysis
show that the iterative algorithms onverge with a rate independent of the polynomial degree used.
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1. Introdu tion

Domain de omposition methods are useful approximation te hniques to fa e omputational uid dynami s problems, espe ially in omplex physi al domains and using
parallel omputational environments. They have been rst employed in nite di eren e
and nite element methods. In the ontext of spe tral methods, they date from the
late 1970s (see for instan e [3℄ and the referen es therein). Earlier appli ations of the
domain de omposition methods are related to split the whole domain into subdomains
of simpler shape, and then to redu e the given problem to a sequen e of subproblems
whi h in lude generally same equations. Re ently an intensive attention fo uses on
the study of possibility of using di erent type of equations within subdomains where
di erent ow hara ters are observable. There has been some work, done mainly by
Quarteroni and his ollaborators [4, 8℄, on the oupling of ompressible vis ous and
invis id equations. The oupled problem of in ompressible vis ous and invis id equations has been rst onsidered by Xu and Maday in [11℄. One of main goals of these
investigations was to nd orre t onditions on the interfa e separating the vis ous
and invis id subdomains. However eÆ ient solvers are also of great importan e when
solving numeri ally the full time-dependent oupled equations. We propose in this paper an iteration-by-subdomain pro edure to solve the oupled problem. The iteration
algorithm, whi h involves the su essive resolution of the two subproblems, is a variant
of lassi al S hwarz alternating methods[9, 4, 8℄ . But the present algorithm uses two
news te hniques: rst the norms of interfa e's fun tion are de ned via some interfa e
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"lifting" operators, di erent from the usual L2 -norm; se ondly, the interfa e iteration
fun tions are onstru ted on weak form, due to the dis ontinuous velo ity/ ontinuous
pressure formulation in the invis id subdomain (in fa t we have not been able to prove
the onvergen e of the iterative pro edure based on strong form). We give exa t onvergen e analysis and prove that the iterative algorithms using a spe tral ollo ation
approximation onverge with a rate independent of the polynomial degree used.
We end this introdu tion by introdu ing some notations. Hereafter we use letters
of boldfa e type to denote ve tors and ve tor fun tions. ; 1 ; 2 ;    are generi positive onstants independent of the dis retization parameters. Let to be a bounded,
onne ted, open subset of R2 , with Lips hitz ontinuous boundary  (see g.1);
and + are two open subsets of , with
\ + = ;,  [  + =  . Let
\  k ; k = ; +; =  \  + 6= ;. n ; n+ are the unit normals to
k = 
; + respe tively (so n = n+ on ). We noti e by C 0 (  ) the spa e of ontinuous
fun tions on  . For any integer m, we noti e by H m ( ) the lassi al Hilbert Sobolev
spa es, provided with the usual norm k  km; , and also, with the semi-norm j  jm; . It
is well known that the value on the boundary  of all elements of H m ( ) an be given
a meaning through a tra e operator whi h maps linearly and ontinuously H m ( ) onto
a subset of L2 ( ), denoted by H m 1=2 ( ), whi h is a Hilbert spa e for the quotient
norm k  km 1=2; . We use also the spa e L20 ( ) de ned by

L20 ( ) = fv 2 L2 ( );

Z

vdx = 0g:

+

+

Fig.1 Computational domain
Throughout this paper, with any fun tion v de ned in , we asso iate the pair
(v ; v+ ), where v (resp. v+ ) denotes the restri tion of v to
(reps. +). We
de ne (; )k ; k = ; + and (; ) by
(uk ; vk )k =

Z

uk vk

dx;

(; ) =

Z

k

The s alar produ t on L2 (

)2  L2 (

2
+) ,

(u; v) = (u ; v ) + (u+ ; v+ )+ ;
oin ides with the usual one on L2 ( )2 .
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